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What’s the story?
In an interview with Al-Manar TV, Syrian President Bashir al-Assad has claimed that Syria has received 

a shipment of S-300 air-defence missiles from Russia. The sales come in the same week that the EU lifted 

an embargo on arms to Syrian rebels, and looks to be a direct response to that declaration.

syria’s s-300 missiles

What are s-300 missiles?
An advanced surface to air missile system that fires powerful explosive weapons at aircraft as well as 

taking down cruise or ballistic missiles. The S-300 is a family of weapons, first made and designed in the 

1960s. A series of related weapons have been developed through constant modifications, the most recent 

export system being the S-300 PMU2 Favorit (NATO name: SA-20 Gargoyle). The following technical 

data is based on this model, but is not clear which missile system is being sold to Syria.

hoW do they Work?
missiles

Standard munitions: 48N6E2 
surface-to-air missile
Length: 7.5m
Diameter: 519mm
Weight (missile): 1,834kg
Weight (warhead): at least 145kg
Speed: 4,900mph
Rate of fire: 3-5 missiles per second

system

Range: 3km up to 200km

Altitude: Targets flying 

between 10km up to 27km

Reloading time: 5 minutes

The system can simultaneously 
engage 36 targets.

Who sells them? Who else might have them?

S-300PMU2 – the latest model:

Algeria – Azerbaijan – China – Russia

S-300 – the basic system:

Belarus – Bulgaria – Greece – Kazakhstan – 

Slovakia – Ukraine – Venezuela

PriCe tag

S-300 missile system: $115 million (estimate)
Missile: $1 million each (estimate)
WSJ reports the deal with Syria to be worth $900 million.

sPeCs: s-300 PmU2

The S-300 is a surface-

to-air missile system that 

fires powerful explosive 

weapons at aircraft and 

ballistic or cruise missiles.

Missiles are fired verti-

cally, two at a time, from 

large cylinders mounted 

on the back of a trailer or 

truck. The missiles travel 

at enormous speeds to 

approach their target from 

above.

Almaz-Antey Air-Defence was established 
in 2002 by Presidential Decree under 
Vladimir Putin’s order and ranks number 
22 in SIPRI’s 2011 list of the top 100 arms 
dealers.
In 2011, Almaz-Antey reported sales of 
$3,690 million of arms.


